
Year 10 Fashion - tasks Autumn Term 2020 (Sept-Oct Half Term) 

Week 
beginning 

Taught tasks (as per timetable) Independent/homework Tasks  Additional reading to support your 
learning  
 

Assessed tasks (these 
may be independent or 
done in lessons 

Resources 

7/9 - Complete PLC in front of booklet. 
- Recap on felt. 
- Complete exam questions linked to felt.  
- Hand embroidery practise (running stitch, back stitch, 

blanket stitch)  

Use Knowledge organiser to revise for 
assessment at the end of the term. 
Self-quiz.  

https://technologystudent.
com/elec1/elecex.htm 

https://www.instructables.
com/id/An-overview-of-
the-project-and-what-you-
will-need-/ 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bit
esize/guides/zhq8jty/revisi
on/1 

 Sharepoint will 
have uploads of 
useful materials  
 
Felt 
 
Needle 
 
Thread 
 
E-Textiles Kit 
(from HRT) 
 

14/9 - Read through information about cutting in the textiles 
industry,  

- E-Textiles – go through examples and answer exam 
questions.  

- Cut out square in centre of the snout and front face 
pieces.  

- Stitch red nose on to the snout.  
- Stitch the mouth and eyes.  

 

21/9 - Stitch the snout area to the front fabric along the top of 
the snout only.  

- Intro - Circuits (incl LDRS). 
- Use conductive thread, oversew the negative side of the 

LED to the back of the fabric whilst positioning it over the 
holes under the nose.  

- Running stitch to the  negative side of the cell holder and 
oversew in place.  

 

28/9 - Oversew the positive side of LED on to fabric. 
- Running stitch to the push switch and oversew in place.  
- Oversew the remaining side of the push switch.  
- Running stitch to positive side of cell holder.  
- Check circuit works.  
- Lay front and back pieces on top of each other with 

wrong sides facing. Fold ribbon in half and trap between 
two layers.  

 

5/10 - Stitch around edges of the face leaving a hole at the 
bottom.  

- Stuff the face 
- Sew up the hole.  
- Test.  
- Photograph.  

Assessment of practical 
work.  
Assessment of PLC 
progress.  

12/10 - Assessment.  
- Evaluate practical product.  
- Review PLC.  

Summative written 
assessment – from KO.  

19/10 - Batch/mass/one off production.   
Half term     
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